4,7 The introduction of interstitial H atoms enhances the ferromagnetic exchange interaction. The Curie temperature T C can be easily pushed to room temperature while keeping the large magnitude of magnetocaloric effect ͑MCE͒.
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MnFePAs, 2 LaFeSi, 3, 4 and NiMnGa, 5, 6 etc. Among these materials, the hydrogenated La͑Fe, Si͒ 13 H ␣ compounds have attracted much attention. 4, 7 The introduction of interstitial H atoms enhances the ferromagnetic exchange interaction. The Curie temperature T C can be easily pushed to room temperature while keeping the large magnitude of magnetocaloric effect ͑MCE͒.
Ferromagnetic Heusler alloys with L2 1 structure have been well-known for quite a long time because of their ferromagnetic shape memory effect ͑FSME͒. For the conventional Heusler alloys, FSME is realized through the fieldinduced rearrangement of martensite variants. The driving force comes from magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy ͑MAE͒, which is orientation dependent and limited with a saturation magnetic field. 8 A recent discovery of metamagnetic shape memory alloys 9 has stirred intense interests because of the huge shape memory effect and its different mechanism from the traditional ferromagnetic Heusler alloys. An abrupt change of magnetization across martensitic transition results in a large Zeeman energy 0 ⌬M · H, which drives the structural transformation and causes a fieldinduced metamagnetic behavior. Unlike MAE, Zeeman energy does not strongly depend on crystal orientation and increases continuously with the field, thus the resulted metamagnetic shape memory effect ͑MSME͒ can be huge. 8 The simultaneous changes of magnetism and structure induced by magnetic field satisfy the demands posed on the magnetic properties of active magnetocaloric materials. Naturally, attentions were attracted soon on the MCE in such MSME alloys 6, 10 In these materials, any subtle changes of Mn-Mn atomic distance and chemical surroundings of Mn atoms will influence the magnetic properties, and thus affect MCE. Inserting interstitial atoms is expected to influence their properties through disturbing the Mn-Mn atomic distance and the surroundings, which may provide a useful way to tune the magnetic properties and martensitic transition temperature, and thus the magnetocaloric effect. However, up to now rare investigations on interstitial Heusler alloys have been reported. In this letter, we report the effect of the introduction of H atoms on magnetic properties and magnetic entropy change in metamagnetic Heusler alloys Ni 51 Mn 49−x In x .
Ni 51 Mn 49−x In x ͑x = 16.2, 16.6͒ samples were prepared by arc-melting technique. 11 The hydrogen absorption was performed by annealing the samples under hydrogen gas atmosphere in commercial P-C-T ͑pressure-compositiontemperature͒ apparatus. By adjusting gas pressure and annealing temperature the hydrogen concentration ␦ in Ni 51 Mn 49−x In x H ␦ can be controlled and determined in the P-C-T apparatus. X-ray diffraction ͑XRD͒ experiments were carried out to identify the structure. It was found that the hydrogenated samples still remain in the L2 1 structure but the lattice parameter is enlarged. Inset of Fig. 1 16.6 collected at room temperature. Both of them exhibit cubic L2 1 structure. The lattice parameter of former ͑0.600 31 nm͒ is slightly larger than that of latter ͑0.599 70 nm͒. A slight splitting of ͑220͒ peak is observed for the both samples, which may be related to the early stage of the martensitic phase. 12 All magnetic measurements were performed using a superconducting quantum interference device ͑SQUID͒ magnetometer.
Shown in Fig. 1 . Although the magnetization difference across martensitic transition, ⌬M, is somewhat reduced by inserting the interstitial H atoms, the driving rate of T M by a magnetic field shows a small increase. It indicates that the insertion of H atoms make the martensitic transition easier to be driven under the same Zeeman energy. The different effect of inserting H atoms on the magnetization of martensitic and austenitic phases is worthy to pay more attention and will be discussed below.
The magnetic interaction is quite complex in the offstoichiometric alloys Ni-Mn-Z especially for the ones with an excess of Mn. 16 In these cases, a smaller Mn-Mn distance of around ϳ0.29 nm appears, leading to an antiferromagnetic coupling. Recent neutron-polarization-analysis experiments confirmed 17 16.6 , because of the different crystalline symmetry from the authentic state, the Mn-Mn antiferromagnetic coupling will play a key role in determining the magnetic properties. The introduction of H atoms elongates Mn-Mn distance, making the system favor the ferromagnetic coupling and thus leading to an enhancement of saturated magnetization of martensitic state.
On the other hand, valence electron concentration, e / a, is a critical factor that influences martensitic transformation behavior and magnetic properties. In NiMn-based Heusler alloys, T M behaves strongly dependent on e / a and rapidly decreases with decreasing e / a. 13 The addition of H may also affect the T M by altering e / a. Scarce reports appear on the hybridization between the 1s electron of interstitial H atom and the d-bands of Ni, Mn metals. Fortunately, Itsumi et al. 19 carried out electronic structure calculations for bcc Fe with interstitial H by using the first principles discrete variational method. This work indicated that volume expansion is expected because the interstitial H feels a repulsive force, and Fe-H interaction occurs mainly via the Fe 4s and H 1s orbitals. Charge transfer of ϳ0.6e from Fe onto H leads to a decrease in metallic bond strength. With the assumption of the similarity to the case in Fe-H systems, the addition of H into NiMnIn might also make the system less metallic and thus cause a decrease in e / a. In accordance with the general dependence of T M on e / a, T M decreases with H doping. Shown in Fig. 2 are the magnetization isotherms M-H on field increase for Ni 51 Mn 32. 4 In 16.6 and Ni 51 Mn 32.4 In 16.6 H 5.2 . The temperature step around T M is 2 K. Above a critical field H C , a sharp change of magnetization occurs for the both samples, which indicates that a field-induced metamagnetic transition from a martensitic to an austenitic state takes place. The critical field H C increases with decreasing temperature, which predicts that the ⌬S peak will broaden to lower temperature. Based on the magnetization data in Fig.  2 , magnetic entropy change ⌬S was calculated by using Maxwell relation.
1-6,20 Fig. 3 displays ⌬S as functions of temperature and magnetic field for both samples. One can note that ⌬S of both samples is positive. With increasing magnetic field, ⌬S peak gradually broadens toward lower temperatures. T2 ⌬S͑T͒ H dT, evaluated from the integration over the full width at half maximum in a ⌬S-T curve, remains nearly unchanged compared to the one without H ͑ϳ250 J / kg͒. The ⌬S shows a tablelike peak under 5 T for both samples. It should reflect the intrinsic nature of magnetocaloric effect. 11, 21 Our studies also indicated that the H content can be controlled by adjusting annealing temperature and gas pressure. Figure 4 
